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Vojant provides a fast and accessible way to pick a decent house to live in by applying
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tech-enabled algorithms. The app can easily scan through masses of irrelevant variants
to help you find the one that fits best.
The client reached out to us looking for a robust app design solution. The app had to
be feature-rich, and enjoy intuitive interface along with smooth navigation. Also, it was
necessary for the mobile application to process real estate data from multiple open
sources and provide end-users with the most relevant insights on available households.

THE CHALLENGE

Make application to search and
evaluate real estate
Why - Create aspirations
With everything we do, we aim to challenge people to aspire to better living.

How - Know the user
Provide voyeuristic and discovery experiences that understand the user.

What - Personalized voyeurism and search
Vojant provides the tools necessary to gather preferential and lifestyle data from the
user in order to articulate new, innovative voyeuristic and search experiences. It offers
hyper-awareness, personalization, and intelligence beyond the traditional contextless
map + filters.

WORK PROCESS

Vojant vision
Voyeurism

Search

Home Stories

Icon Heat Map

Trending Homes

Home Lifestyle Fit

Neighborhood Insights

Traditional Search

Home Comparisons

Show relevant homes along your last drive/walk

Homes Along Your Last Path

Other
AR Agent Showing Narrative
VR city explore/commute time visualization
Crowdsourced Non-RE activity in your neighborhood

FIRST ROUGH VIEW

Sketching
The next step was to draw some sketches of the app’s interface and workflow. It
enabled us to get a rough picture of what actions an event manager should go through
while scheduling their daily activities.

WORK PROCESS

User flow (wire flow)
Creating the most functional application is not so difficult, but putting it all together in the
most attractive and user-friendly way is a much more difficult task. We all love convenient
and intuitive interfaces, we love when everything works logically and the result of any
interaction is predictable. And for all this to happen, you need to carefully work out every
detail. User flow helps eliminate common mistakes when creating a list of required
functions, and simply designing interfaces based on them.

WORK PROCESS

Wireframing
It is quicker and cheaper to review and amend the structure of the key pages in a
wireframe format. Iterating the development of the wireframes to a final version will
provide the client and the design team confidence that the page is catering to user
needs whilst fulfilling the key business and project objectives.

MAIN FEATURES

Home DNA
Home DNA indicates the spaces user like the most based on user activity. Each
color represents one spaces.
In order to help you understand the world you live in and find your dream home,
Home DNA collects and analyzes some background information - your living
desires, preferences, and lifestyle. This is HomeDNA.

MAIN FEATURES

Story based on quiz
The application allows users to evaluate the proposed property for many
characteristics. An important part of the functionality is the ability to view specific
parts of the proposed houses or apartments, such as the facade, living rooms, yard,
etc. According to the selected parameters, the application shows the
corresponding parts of the houses

POINTS OF INTERESTS
Groceries

Hyde Park

Shopping

Cafes

Restaurants

Follow

$355k
$245k
$312k

MAIN FEATURES

$355k
$355k

$248k

$375k

Search the main map by point of interest
$355k

Assessment of the area by several
parameters

$332k
$312k

$355k

One of the main requirements considered by potential seekers is the parameters of

$323k
$389k

3 Bed

the area in which real estate is considered. A potential buyer can evaluate, which

DEMOGRAPHICS

2 Bath

39%

Single Family
39%

Single residents

61%

61%
Married residents

neighbors they may have to live with in the same area, evaluate various amenities
and services that are presented within walking distance such as cafes, shopping
centers, restaurants, etc. You can also evaluate the demographics of residents by
such parameters as education, marriage and some other factors.

ACTIVITY SCORES

The application provides an opportunity to get acquainted with the reviews of

Dog walking

Walk / Jog

Bike Riding

13 reviews

7 reviews

26 reviews

32

$61,474

Median Age

Median household
income

49%

46%

Home owners

College educated

residents about the various features of the area.

AFFORDABILITY CALCULATOR
Principal & Interest ( $1,092 )
Property Taxes ( $470 )

$1,636

Home Insurance ( $75 )

/month

HOA ( $60 )
Mortigage Ins & Others ( $75 )

LOAN AMOUNT

$295,000

LOAN TYPE
Fixed

MAIN FEATURES

Adjustable

AFFORDABILITY CALCULATOR

$1,636 / month

30‐year

20‐year

15‐year

10‐year

$3,499,900 Listing Price

DOWN PAYMENT

$59,000

20%

$1,092 Principal & Interest

When buying a property, it is very important to evaluate all the costs associated

$470 Property Tax
$2,734 Other Expences

Affordability Calculator - a part of the
intellectual system real estate estimation
with the purchase and maintenance of this property, such as various types of

INTEREST RATE

3.75%

insurance, taxes, etc. To do this, the application has an affordability calculator
function for calculating all necessary payments. In particular, the calculator allows
you to estimate mortgage payments of different durations.

HOA

$0

HOME INSURANCE

$75

MONTGAGE INSURANCE

$0

MAIN FEATURES

Bottom approach process
In his research on mobile device usage, Steven Hoober has found that 49% of people
rely on one-thumb to accomplish things on their phones. It’s very important to place
top-level and frequently-used actions at the bottom of the screen. This way, they are
comfortably reached with one-handed and one-thumb interactions.
Since filtering is one of the main functions of the application, placing it in the zone of
greatest accessibility of the thumb gives the user more freedom and increases
involvement by reducing efforts to achieve the most significant goals.

Thumb Click Area
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Styleguide
We used bright contrasting colors for achieving good perception.

